The Ultra Black diffusion screen is our unique black tinted rear projection screen, providing unsurpassed contrast and resolution. The non-glare matt surface provides sharp, crystal clear and bright images at all angles. This screen technology has been designed for all high end video and advertising images, especially suited to control room, home cinema and multi-screen applications. Ultra Black provides a cost effective alternative to other black screen technologies. This ultra high contrast screen offers superior screen resolution, contrast and black levels and is recommended for all high end video/advertising applications. Ultra Black is a cost effective screen solution available in larger screen sizes than its competing black screen technologies.

**FEATURES**
- Transmission - 50%
- Peak gain - 2.4
- Horizontal half gain - +/-24°
- Vertical half gain - +/-24°
- Viewing angle 140°
- Thickness - 3mm
- Weight - 3.4kg per M²
- Colour - black (matt)

**BENEFITS**
- Diffusion screen (rigid acrylic)
- Sizes from 30° to 138°
- Custom sizes & shapes available
- Hand-cast material
- Superior contrast / black levels
- Dual sided in controlled light
- Excellent colour reproduction

**APPLICATIONS**
- Control rooms
- Advertising screens
- Video / entertainment screens
- Broadcasting
- Presentations / training
- Boardrooms
- Exhibitions & conferences

**ACCESSORIES**
- Cable suspension system
- Weighted suspension system
- Extrusion bars
- Aluminium frames
- Portable display stands
- Soundpod
- Interactive touch foil